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We report local-density-approximation calculations of the electronic structure and thermoelectric properties
of b-Zn4Sb3. The material is a low carrier density metal with a complex Fermi-surface topology and a
nontrivial dependence of the Hall concentration on the band filling. The band structure is rather covalent,
consistent with experimental observations of good carrier mobility. At a band filling corresponding to the
experimental Hall number, the calculated thermopower and temperature dependence are in good agreement
with experiment. The high Seebeck coefficient in a metallic material is remarkable, and arises in part from the
strong energy dependence of the Fermi surface topology near the experimental band filling. An improved
thermoelectric performance is predicted for lower doping levels, i.e., higher Zn concentrations.
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BRIEF REPORTS

Brief Reports are accounts of completed research which, while meeting the usualPhysical Review Bstandards of scientific quality, do
not warrant regular articles. A Brief Report may be no longer than four printed pages and must be accompanied by an abstrac
same publication schedule as for regular articles is followed, and page proofs are sent to authors.
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There has been a revival of activity in the search for i
proved thermoelectrics, with an emphasis on nontraditio
materials systems.1 The dimensionless figure of merit isZT
5sS2T/k5S2/L, whereT is the temperature,s is the elec-
trical conductivity, S is the Seebeck coefficient~ther-
mopower!, andk is the thermal conductivity, which contain
both electronic and lattice contributions,k5kel1k lat . The
Lorentz numberL5k/sT is ordinarily limited from below
by its electronic valuekel /sT, given by the Wiedemann
Franz valueL5(p2/3)(kB /e).2 Current thermoelectric ma
terials haveZT'1. With the Wiedemann-Franz value forL,
ZT.1 requiresS.160 mV/K. Such values may occur in
doped semiconductors, so much thermoelectric research
focused on covalent semiconducting compounds and all
composed of fourth- and fifth-row elements, with a view
finding low thermal conductivity materials that have reaso
able carrier mobilities and high band masses, e.g., Bi2Te3,
Si-Ge, and PbTe compounds. Despite efforts spanning t
570163-1829/98/57~11!/6199~5!/$15.00
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decades, little progress in increasingZT has been achieved
until recently, and in particular Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 has re-
mained as the material of choice for room-temperature ap
cations.

In the last two years, however, three materials withZT
*1 have been reported,2–4 and these do not clearly fall into
the same class. One of these materials,b-Zn4Sb3, with a
reportedZT'1.3, has a large region of linear temperatu
dependence of the resistivity~Fig. 1!, suggestive of a metal
lic rather than semiconducting material. But, unlike norm
metals, this is accompanied by high thermopowers.

Here we present first-principles calculations, within t
local-density approximation~LDA !, after our previous calcu-
lations for binary and filled skutterudites.5–8 The goal is to
understand the remarkable thermoelectric properties
b-Zn4Sb3 by analyzing transport properties using the ba
structure.

The computations were performed self-consisten
6199 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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within the LDA using the general potential linearized au
mented plane-wave~LAPW! method.9,10 This method is well
suited to materials with open crystal structures and low
symmetries likeb-Zn4Sb3. Special care has been taken
obtain a well converged basis set of approximately 21
functions with LAPW sphere radii of 2.5 a.u. for both Zn an
Sb atoms. Zone averages for self-consistency used ten
cial k points in the irreducible wedge; 781 inequivalentk
points were used for transport calculations. This relativ
large number ofk points was needed to obtain accura
Fermi velocities, and, especially, Hall coefficients. Loc
orbitals11 were used to relax linearization errors. The LD
~Ref. 12! calculations were based on the experimental cry
structure ofb-Zn4Sb3 ~Ref. 13! shown in Fig. 2; however
the site reported to have approximately 11% of Zn and 8
of Sb ~light gray spheres in Fig. 2! was taken to be a pure S
site. This yields a formula Zn6Sb5 with 22 atoms per rhom-
bohedral unit cell. The mixed occupancy was then accoun
for in a rigid-band way, as discussed below. Of the five
atoms three occupy the mixed site~Sb(m)), and two are on a

FIG. 1. Experimental resistivity ofb-Zn4Sb3, plotted with a
linear temperature scale using data of Ref. 2.

FIG. 2. Crystal structure ofb-Zn4Sb3. White and dark gray
spheres denote the 12 Zn and four Sb atoms on pure sites in
22-atom rhombohedral unit cell. Six light gray spheres are occu
by 89% of Sb and 11% of Zn atoms.
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pure Sb site~Sb(p)). Two Sb(p) atoms form Sb2
(p) dimers

parallel to the rhombohedral axis with bond length 2.82
just twice the Sb covalent radius. Covalent Sb(p)-Sb(p)

bonding is confirmed by the band structure calculatio
Each Sb(p) forms three additional bonds with Zn, thus bein
essentially fourfold coordinated. These are also largely co
lent; cf. the partial density of states~DOS! shown in Fig. 3.

Both Zn and Sb(m) occur in high coordinated positions
Zn forms one bond with Sb(p), one bond with another Zn
and three bonds with Sb(m), while Sb(m) forms all six bonds
with Zn. The similar coordination of Zn and Sb(m) favors Zn
substituting on Sb(m) over Sb(p), as observed. Substitutin
one Sb(m) by a Zn eliminates six Zn-Sb bonds and crea
six Zn-Zn bonds. In general, this is not energetically fav
able, and one could expect stoichiometric Zn6Sb5 rather
than Zn-rich Zn6.33Sb4.77, observed experimentally. How
ever, in the stoichiometric compound, as discussed bel
the bonding states of Sb are not yet completely filled, a
doping electrons into the system produces additional bo
ing. The balance between the two effects may account for
partial substitution; however, the very narrow range of co
positions for which samples exist remains unexplained.

As mentioned, our calculations were done for the s
ichiometric structure. The Fermi levelEF lies '0.4 eV be-
low the top of the valence band, which is separated b
sizable gap~also'0.4 eV! from the conduction bands. Th
deviation from stoichiometry is taken into account by a rig
band approach where the electronic structure is fixed as
culated and the position ofEF is shifted. This is expected to
be valid in a highly covalent, broad band system as we fi
and is supporteda posteriori by comparison with experi-
ment. We calculated the transport properties as function
EF , and used the experimental Hall conductivity to fixEF

corresponding to actual samples.
The transport properties were determined using the s

dard kinetic theory as given by Ziman and others.14,15For the
electrical conductivity, the Bloch-Boltzmann kinetic equ

the
d

FIG. 3. Total and partial DOS’s ofb-Zn4Sb3. The DOS is per
cell, and the partial DOS’s are per atom magnified by a factor 10
clarity. Note the highly covalent character. Calculations are for
stoichiometric composition (EF at lower vertical line!. The actual
EF is at the upper marker.
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tion in lowest order along thex direction is~similarly for the
other Cartesian directions!

sx~T!5e2E de N~e!vx
2~e!t~e,T!F2

] f ~e!

]e G . ~1!

N(e) is the DOS at energye per unit volume,t is the scat-
tering rate for electrons, andvx

2(e) is defined by

N~e!vx
2~e!5

2

~2p!3E vx
2 dSe

ve
, ~2!

N~e!5
2

~2p!3E dSe

ve
. ~3!

The integrations are carried out over the isoenergy surf
dSe , defined byek5e. For ek5EF , the integral is over the
Fermi surface andve is the Fermi velocity. Then it is relate
to the square of the plasma frequencyvpx

2

54pe2N(EF)vx
2(EF), which is proportional to the optica

carrier concentration (n/m)eff5N(EF)vx
2(EF). We note that

in general this does not have a simple relationship to the H
concentration or the electron count~i.e., the doping level!;
the Hall concentration is a measure of the average curva
of the Fermi surface, while the doping level is determined
the volume enclosed by the Fermi surface.

For isotropic scattering, which is often a reasonable
proximation, the relaxation time does not enter the expr
sion for the Hall concentration, yielding15,16

nH52s2/esH ~4!

with

sH5
e3

12E deN~e!v~e!•@Tr~M21!2M21#•v~e!t2~e,T!

3F2
] f ~e!

]e G , ~5!

where for simplicity we have given the expression for cu
symmetry.M is thek-dependent effective-mass tensor,

Mab
21[\21

]va

]kb
[\22

]2ek

]ka]kb
. ~6!

If the Fermi surface topology does not vary strongly
the scale ofkBT, the derivatives of the Fermi distribution i
the above expressions may be replaced by theT50 limit,
thereby suppressing the energy integrals. This approxima
was used in the calculations of the Hall concentrations in
paper. However, in the expression for the Seebeck coeffic
S, one has to include the energy dependence explicitly
temperatures several times smaller than the characte
electronic energy scale. Thus we have used the full exp
sion

S~T!5
1

eTs~T!
E de es~e,T!F2

] f ~e!

]e G , ~7!

where
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s~e,T!5e2N~e!vx
2~e!t~e,T! ~8!

is the conductivity corresponding to aEF positioned ate.
The expression fors(e,T) in Eq. ~8! contains two energy-
dependent factors; a factor related to the square of the pla
frequency,vpx

2 54pe2Nvx
2, and the relaxation timet. Ordi-

narily, the first term is the most energy dependent, but th
are exceptions,17 e.g., Pd metal, whereEF occurs near a very
sharp feature inN(e), and Kondo systems where there
resonant scattering.15 Since b-Zn4Sb3 does not show any
indication of such behavior, we approximated the energy
pendence ofs using only theNvx

2 term.
b-Zn4Sb3 has a small Hall number, and is characteriz

either as a low carrier density metal or a heavily doped se
conductor. The former terminology is probably more app
priate, because the resistivity2 increases linearly withT over
a wide range of at least 300 K,T,550 K ~see Fig. 1!. The
Hall numbernH5931019 cm2350.05 holes/cell for the re-
ported highZT sample, although small for a metal, may b
too large to allow analysis of the transport in terms of us
semiconductor formulas. The Hall concentration calcula
according to Eq.~5! is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the
Fermi-level shift from its position in the stoichiometric com
pound. Note thatnH is not simply related to the band filling
the experimental Hall number of 0.05 holes/cell correspo
to a filling of 0.1 holes/cell, roughly twicenH . Here vp

51 – 1.2 eV ~depending on polarization!, i.e., (n/m)eff
'0.5(m0 /m) holes/cell, with m0 being the bare electron
mass. The main sheet of the Fermi surface~see Fig. 5!, near
the top of the valence band in the range relevant to highZT
samples, is more toroidal than ellipsoidal. Thus, even at
low carrier density, the Fermi surface has a complica
shape with electronlike and holelike contributions. This e
plains why the Hall concentration is so different from th
doping level, and also suggests that the Fermi velocity

FIG. 4. Hall concentration vsEF relative to the stoichiometric
solid ~solid line! on a linear-log plot. The inset shows the sam
quantity over a wider range, including both sides of the gap. T
dotted horizontal line is the experimental value, and the dot-das
line is the Fermi-level shift to match the measured Hall concen
tion.
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conductivity may depend on the Fermi-level position in
strong and unusual way. This is the case, and it is parti
responsible for the high thermopower.

Indeed, using Eq.~7!, we find a rather high Seebeck co
efficient ~Fig. 6!. Naturally, S depends strongly onEF .
Comparison with the experiment shows very good agreem
for the hole count of 0.1 hole/cell. This is exactly the ho
count that we deduced from the measured Hall numbe
0.05 holes/cell, demonstrating the consistency of our
proach.

As mentioned, the experimental resistivity up to appro
mately 550 K shows metallic behavior withdr/dT'3.1
mV cm/K and residual resistivityr0'1.8 mV cm. From
these data and the calculated plasma frequency, one ca
timate the transport electron-phonon coupling constantl tr
and the scattering rateg due to static defects, to obtainl tr
'1 andg'0.2 eV. Both numbers are relatively large, b
may be overestimates, as they are not based on single-cr
data. In any case, the experimental data indicate that at
temperaturek is mainlykel in the best reported sample. Th
implies that variations in the doping level that increaseS will
also increaseZT. Our calculations show, not unexpected
that raising the Fermi energy corresponding to lower car

FIG. 5. Main Fermi surface ofb-Zn4Sb3 at the experimenta
band filling.
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concentration leads to higher values ofS, particularly at in-
termediate temperatures ranging from room temperatur
the maximum temperature. This corresponds to higher
concentrations on the mixed site.

We characterize this material as a metal with a compl
energy-dependent Fermi surface. This helps provide la
thermopower for relatively high carrier concentration. T
b-Zn4Sb3 system is apparently not optimized for therm
electric application, and further increases inZT are expected
if the doping level is reduced. One important issue revolv
around the question of why it is so difficult to make samp
with varying Zn concentrations on the mixed site, sin
higher Zn concentration would lead to higherZT. We specu-
late that the reason for this has to do with competition fro
other phases during the high-temperature synthesis. It wo
be very interesting to attempt growth by other nonequil
rium processes such as pulsed laser deposition.

The authors are grateful for helpful discussions with
Caillat and J. P. Fleurial. Computations were performed
ing DoD HPCMO facilities at NAVO and ASC. This work
was supported by DARPA. Work at NRL was supported
the ONR.

FIG. 6. Calculated~short dashes! and experimental~solid line
with open circle! thermopower forb-Zn4Sb3 with a 0.05 hole/cell
Hall concentration~0.10 hole/cell doping!. S(T) for Hall concentra-
tions 0.12 and 0.02 hole/cell~0.15 and 0.04 hole/cell doping leve!
are given by the curves above~dot-dashed! and below~long dashed!
for comparison.
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